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The demonic voices who directed
the bloody mayhem
March 18, 2009

28 November, 08.47 a.m.
Terrorist: Salaam ailekum.
Handler: Wailekum as-salaam.
Terrorist: Mujhe aag lag gayi hai. (I have got burnt.)
Handler: Kahaan lagi hai? (Where?)
Terrorist: Baju mein aur pair mein. (On the arms and on the legs.)
Handler: Allah-talla aapki hifazat kare. (May Allah protect you.)
Terrorist: Unke log bhi zakhmi ho rahe honge. (Their people also must be getting hurt.) [A loud gunshot rings in the background.]
Handler: Allah hafiz. (Allah protect you.) [The phone disconnects.]
The RAW later identified five Pakistani handlers who were giving instructions on the phone: Wassi, Zarrar, Jundal, Buzurg and Kahfa. Besides
these five there was one more handler who was being called Major General by the terrorists.
Though the Indian investigative agencies know that Zaki-ur-Rehman Lakhvi, Muzammil, Abu-al-Qama and Abu Kahfa were some of the
conspirators of the Mumbai terror attack, they don't know much about most of the other handlers -- the demonic voices who directed the bloody
mayhem -- and of their positions in the LeT and their background.
The Indian government has handed over parts of the intercepted conversations between the terrorists to the Pakistani government. After much
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procrastination and many wishy-washy statements, the Pakistani government, on January 15, 2009, finally announced the formation of a
special team to investigate the Mumbai terror attack.
Foreign office spokesman, Mohammed Sadiq said that Pakistan has formed an enquiry team led by the Federal Investigation Agency that will
conduct the probe into the matter.
Image: Hostages peek out of windows at the Oberoi Trident.
Photograph: Sanjay Sawant
Excerpted from 26/11 Mumbai Attacked, Edited by Harinder Baweja, Roli Books, 2009, with the publisher's kind permission.
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